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Abstract
In the 1950’s, English painter Anthony Hill described drawings of complete graphs Kn in
the plane having precisely
H(n) = 1
4
⌊n
2
⌋ ⌊n−1
2
⌋ ⌊n−2
2
⌋ ⌊n−3
2
⌋
crossings. It became a conjecture that this number is minimum possible and, despite serious
efforts, the conjecture is still widely open. Another way of drawing Kn with the same number
of crossings was found by Blazˇek and Koman in 1963. In this note we provide, for the first time,
a very general construction of drawings attaining the same bound. Surprisingly, the proof is
extremely short and may as well qualify as a “book proof”. In particular, it gives a very simple
explanation of the phenomenon discovered by Moon in 1968 that a random set of n points on
the unit sphere S2 in R3 joined by geodesics gives rise to a drawing whose number of crossings
asymptotically approaches the Hill value H(n).
1 Introduction
English painter Anthony Hill made an extraordinary conjecture in the 1950’s that remained unan-
swered until today despite numerous attacks using powerful machinery in trying to resolve his
conjecture. Starting with a question how to draw
(n
2
)
connections between n objects so that the
painting would involve a minimum number of under or over-crossings lead to the notion of the
crossing number of a graph [6]. Hill suggested a drawing that involved
H(n) = 1
4
⌊n
2
⌋ ⌊n−1
2
⌋ ⌊n−2
2
⌋ ⌊n−3
2
⌋ =
{
1
64
n(n− 2)2(n− 4), n is even;
1
64
(n− 1)2(n− 3)2, n is odd
(1)
crossings. Hill’s drawings of complete graphs are called cylindrical drawings because they can be
realized on a cylinder in such a way that all vertices lie on the two circles forming the cylinder
and no edge crosses those two circles. Soon after these drawings were published in [6], Blazˇek and
Koman [4] found another kind of drawings of complete graphs involving precisely the same number
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of crossings. Their drawings correspond to 2-page drawings in which the vertices are drawn on the
boundary of a unit disk in the plane and no edge crosses this boundary, so each edge is entirely
inside the disk or entirely outside. It has been proved quite recently that no cylindrical [2] and no
2-page drawing [1] of Kn has fewer than H(n) crossings, thus giving the first real support to the
conjecture of Hill.
We will say that a drawing D of the complete graph Kn is a Hill drawing if it has precisely
H(n) crossings.
No other Hill drawings of complete graphs have been discovered until 2014 when A´brego et al. [3]
described modifications of cylindrical drawings of K2n yielding Hill drawings of K2n+1, K2n+2 and
K2n+3 that are different in the sense that they are not shellable. As pointed out by one of the
referees of the preliminary version of this paper, Jan Kyncl asked on mathoverflow [7] about more
general drawings with H(n) crossings. In a later response to that Overflow post, it was noted
that such drawings may be obtained from antipodal drawings on the sphere, very similar to the
construction in this paper. Still, several questions from [7] remained unanswered, and we answer
some of them in Section 3.
In this paper we give a very general construction of Hill drawings (that includes in particular
both mentioned examples). The proof of extremality of these drawings may be a candidate for a
book proof (the count of the crossings fits into a couple of lines, as opposed to two pages in [11]).
Our proof is extremely simple and effective, and describes a family of very symmetric, yet very
diverse drawings.
Let S2 be the unit sphere in R3. For any two points p, q ∈ S2 consider the great circle through
p and q (the great circle is unique unless q is antipodal to p in which case there are many). The
shorter of the two segments on this circle from p to q is called a geodesic arc (or just a geodesic).
Any geodesic arc joining two antipodal points in S2 is a half of a great circle and will be referred
to as a half-circle.
A geodesic drawing of a graph G on S2 is a drawing in which all edges are drawn as geodesic
arcs. We define the geodesic crossing number of the graph G on the sphere as the minimum number
of crossings of edges of G in a geodesic drawing of the graph, and denote it by crS2(G).
A set P of points in S2 is in general position if no three points in P lie on a common great circle
in the sphere. The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. Let k ≥ 3 be a positive integer and let P be a set of k points in general position in
S
2. Let S be obtained from P by adding, for each p ∈ P , its antipodal point p¯ into S. If each pair
{p, p¯} in S is joined by a geodesic in such a way that no two of these geodesics cross each other,
then the geodesic drawing D̂n obtained from n = 2k points in S by joining any two points not in
the same pair by a geodesic arc, together with the k geodesics joining antipodal pairs, is a geodesic
drawing of the complete graph Kn with H(n) crossings. This drawing has the following additional
properties. By deleting any point from any pair in S, we obtain a drawing of Kn−1 with precisely
H(n−1) crossings, and by adding any new point (in general position with respect to S) and adding
geodesics from that point to all other points, we obtain a geodesic drawing of Kn+1 with H(n + 1)
crossings.
The theorem implies that crS2(Kn) ≤ H(n) for every positive integer n. This result is surprising
in two ways. Firstly, it is known that the rectilinear crossing number (geodesic version in the
Euclidean plane) of complete graphs is strictly larger than the usual crossing number (see [8]). So,
assuming the Hill conjecture, it is surprising that the geodesic crossing number in the sphere is not
different. Secondly, the abundance of obtained Hill drawings is also quite unexpected.
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In 1968, Moon [10] proved that a random set of n points on the unit sphere S2 in R3 joined
by geodesics (segments of great circles) gives rise to a drawing whose number of crossings asymp-
totically approaches the Hill value H(n). Our construction gives a very simple explanation of
this phenomenon. Indeed, in a forthcoming work [9] the following result with several interesting
consequences is derived.
Theorem 2 (Mohar and Wesolek [9]). Let µ be an antipodally symmetric probability distribution
on the unit sphere S2 such that for every great circle Q ⊂ S2, µ(Q) = 0. Then a µ-random set
of n points on S2 joined by geodesics (segments of great circles) gives rise to a drawing Dn of the
complete graph Kn such that cr(Dn)/H(n) = 1 a.a.s.
2 On the geodesic crossing number of Kn − It
For integers n ≥ 5 and t, 0 ≤ t ≤ n
2
, let Mn,t denote the graph obtained from Kn by removing a
matching of size t. Specifically, we will write Mn = Mn,⌊n/2⌋ be the complete graph Kn minus a
perfect matching (when n is even) or a near-perfect matching (when n is odd). Note that Mn is
isomorphic to the complete multipartite graph K2,2,...,2 with k =
n
2
parts of size 2, whenever n is
even. The edge-set of this graph consists of
(k
2
)
4-cycles, each of which joins two parts of size 2 and
is called a basic 4-cycle.
Theorem 3. Let k ≥ 3 be an integer and let P be a set of k points in general position on the unit
sphere. Let Pˆ be the set of n = 2k points obtained from P by adding for each p ∈ P its antipodal
point p¯. For any two points in Pˆ that are not antipodal to each other, draw the geodesic segment
of the great circle joining them. Then the resulting drawing Dn = Dn(P ) of the graph Mn has
precisely 1
4
k(k − 1)(k − 2)(k − 3) crossings. By adding any geodesic half-circle between a pair of
antipodal points p, p¯ (p ∈ P ), we obtain 1
2
(k − 1)(k − 2) additional crossings.
Proof. Let Dn be the geodesic drawing described in the statement. Note that every pair of points
p, q ∈ P together with their antipodes p¯, q¯ determines a great circle Qpq that consists of four edges
forming the basic 4-cycle between {p, p¯} and {q, q¯}. Any two such great circles Qpq and Qrs cross
twice and make two crossings if {p, q} ∩ {r, s} = ∅. If |{p, q} ∩ {r, s}| = 1, then they do not cross.
Thus, the edges in each Qpq participate in precisely 2
(
k−2
2
)
= (k− 2)(k− 3) crossings. By summing
up these numbers over all
(k
2
)
possibilities for the pair {p, q}, we count each crossing twice, so
cr(Dn) =
1
2
(
k
2
)
(k − 2)(k − 3) = 1
4
k(k − 1)(k − 2)(k − 3).
By adding any great circle through two antipodal points in Pˆ , we separate k− 1 of the points in Pˆ
from their antipodal pairs. There are precisely (k − 1)(k − 2) edges joining them. Because of the
antipodal symmetry of the drawing Dn, precisely half of these edges cross each half-circle. Thus,
each half-circle is crossed 1
2
(k − 1)(k − 2) many times.
We say that the set P of points in S2 has strength s if there is a choice of half-circles joining
each point in P with its antipodal point p¯ such that these half-circles cross each other s times.
Corollary 4. If a set P ′ ⊆ P has strength s and t = |P \ P ′|, then the drawing Dn(P ) can be
extended to a drawing of the graph Mn,t with H(n)−
1
2
t(k − 1)(k − 2) + s crossings.
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Proof. We extend the drawingDn by adding half-circles joining the antipodal pairs p, p¯ for p ∈ P
′ so
that these half-circles make s crossings among each other. By Theorem 3, the number of crossings
is 1
4
k(k−1)(k−2)(k−3)+ 1
2
(k−1)(k−2)|P ′|+ s, which is the same as the number in the corollary
since 1
4
k(k − 1)(k − 2)(k − 3) + 1
2
k(k − 1)(k − 2) = H(n).
It is easy to see that there are many sets of strength 0. This leads us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5. The crossing number of Mn,t is equal to
H(n)− 1
2
t(k − 1)(k − 2).
The following corollary establishes Theorem 1.
Corollary 6. Let P ⊂ S2 and the drawing Dn be as in Theorem 3. If P has strength 0, then Dn
can be extended to a geodesic drawing D̂n of the complete graph Kn with H(n) crossings. This
drawing has the following additional properties:
(a) The drawing is antipodally symmetric.
(b) For every vertex v of Kn, the edges incident with v participate in precisely
1
16
(n−2)2(n−4)
crossings.
(c) By deleting any point from Pˆ , we obtain a drawing of Kn−1 with precisely H(n−1) crossings.
(d) By adding any new point (in general position with respect to P ) and adding geodesics from
that point to Pˆ , we obtain a geodesic drawing of Kn+1 with H(n+ 1) crossings.
Proof. Statements (a)–(c) are easy observations and their proof is left for the reader. To prove
(d), let Q = P ∪ {q}, where q is the added point. Consider the corresponding drawing of Kn+2
for Qˆ. Note that Q may no longer have strength 0, but since P has strength 0, there is a drawing
where the only half-circle intersecting other half-circles is the half-circle joining q and q¯. All these
added crossings disappear after removing q¯, and thus by (b), the extended drawing of Kn+1 has
H(n+ 2)− 1
16
n2(n − 2) = H(n + 1) crossings.
3 Final comments
The referees of the original submission of this manuscript pointed out that the idea of using antipo-
dal drawings on the sphere appeared earlier on Math Overflow related to a question of Jan Kyncl
[7], who originally asked whether any Hill drawings different from the cylindrical and the 2-page
drawings from [6, 4] are known. In a later edit to the original question, the antipodal drawings of
K2n were mentioned and it was asked whether all such drawings are cylindrical. Here we give some
answers.
Lemma 7. For every ε > 0, every integer n ≥ 1 and every half-circle C on the unit sphere S2, the
ε-neighborhood of C contains n pairwise disjoint half-circles.
Proof. Suppose that p and p¯ are the endpoints of C. Then it is easy to see that there is a half-circle
C1 that is in the
ε
n -neighborhood of C “below” C and that crosses the half-circle containing C in
a point of C close to p. For the next half-circle C2 we repeat the same below C1. Repeating, we
obtain n pairwise disjoint half-circles as requested.
By using Lemma 7 repeatedly on any initial set of pairwise disjoint half-circles, we obtain diverse
sets of antipodal points of strength 0.
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Figure 1: Four points on S2 and their antipodes determine disjoint half-circles. The points and
their great circles are shown (in different colors), the corresponding half-circles are taken in the
clockwise direction starting from each of the points.
Corollary 8. Starting with any antipodal Hill drawing D and replacing each half-circle in D by
a collection of pairwise disjoint half-circles in a small neighborhood, one obtains Hill drawings of
larger complete graphs.
If we start with D consisting of a single half-circle and use the lemma just once, we obtain a
cylindrical drawing. If we start with two half-circles, say half of the equator and another one joining
the south and the north pole, we obtain a four-partite version of cylindrical drawings. We can start
with more than two half-circles of strength 0. Figure 1 shows a possibility of four half-circles to
start with. Then we obtain yet another kinds of Hill drawings (six-partite or eight-partite). Let
us note that Camacho et al. [5] proved that there is no tripartite version of cylindrical drawings
yielding the Hill bound.
Note that one can interchangeably take the “below” and the “above” versions of the construction
described in the proof of Lemma 7. Moreover, one can use the larger neighborhood of C ∪ C as
long as it is disjoint from other half-circles. This yields a great variety of Hill drawings that answer
the question by Kyncl in [7]. It also gives further examples of “highly” non-shellable Hill drawings
and greatly extends such examples found in [3].
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